finite order. In this paper, we show that this transformation can be achieved by a smaller class of operators (micro-differential operators of Gevrey growth order) corresponding to irregularity of modules.
Main Theoremo Let JM be a holonomic S x Refer to Section 1 and Section 2 for the definitions of irregularity and the sheaf 6 ( x \ Remark that restricting this result to the zero section., we obtain the same result for holonomic S) x modules.
The plan of our paper is as follows. In Section 1, we prepare some notation and give a review of operators of Gevrey class and also of regular singularities of modules. In Section 2, we define irregularity of modules. In Section 3 3 we first review holonomic modules of D type, and study multi-valued holomorphic functions of Gevrey growth order. Section 4 and 5 will be devoted to the proof of the main theorem.
The author would like to express his gratitude to Prof. N. Tose for valuable advice. He is also grateful to Prof. H. Komatsu for encouragement. § 1. Preliminary
I.I. Micro-differential operators faoIomorpMe microfunctions of Gevrey
We recall the definition of micro-differential operators of Gevrey growth order (refer to Aoki [A 1] for details).
Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n and n: T*X-*X its cotan- We denote by G x (resp. S x (ni)) the subsheaf of <Sx consisting of microdifferential operators of finite order (resp. micro-differential operators of order at most m). For the theory of £ x , refer to [S-K-K] and Schapira [S] . Now we define the subsheaf 8 On the other hand, Kashiwara-Kawai Introduced the notion of R.S., seemingly different from regular singularities given In the above definition.
([K-K]). A holonomic S x module <3tt on U(dT*X) has R.S. if it has regular singularities at all points in an open dense subset of U.
One of the deepest results of [K-K] Is the fact that two regular singularity conditions in Definition 1.3 and 1.4 are actually equivalent for holonomic modules. The notion of Irregularity at most (1), to be Introduced in the next section ? also coincides with them under the condition of holonomicity. § 2o The &ty and of
The aim of this section is to define irregularity of coherent 8 X modules and investigate its properties. Although there exist several definitions of irregularity (cf.
[A2], [Kol] , [L] and [Ml] ), we give, in this paper, its definition using the sheaf Sffi). Let X be a complex manifold, n: T*X-~*X its cotangent bundle, and V a regular or maximally degenerate involutive submanifold of codimension d > 1 o in T*X. To define the sheaf £$?), we introduce the following notion. 
Moreover if a=-%-with q>p positive integers and prime to each other, P we have Here ^(fc) is the smallest integer satisfying s > ok.
o Let V be a regular or maximally degenerate involutive subvariety in T*X o and p e T*X. We first define irregularity of a coherent <? z module in case V is smooth. Form now on, we always assume <r(e[l, °°)) is a rational number.
Deimtion 2A« A coherent 8 X module JM has irregularity at most a along V at p if and only if <3tt satisfies one of the following equivalent conditions.
( modules with irregularity at most a along V.
Since the proofs of above two lemmas are easy, we leave them to the readers. § 3, Multi-valued Holomorpfak Functions of Gevrey Growth Order
In this section, we investigate the properties of multi-valued holomorphic functions of Gevrey growth order which we need in-the next section. (
1) char (£)CLT$X \lK-\S).
(2) Jl is a holonomic 3) x module with R.S. 
By (3.3), we identify £%>®<D X -C with Sf$£ inM0 x \ s ® c L).
From now on, we assume S is a smooth complex hypersurface. Let r be a generator of the fundamental group n l (X\S) and Exp (-27uiL)^GL(m, C) a monodoromy matrix of the local system L with respect to r. We may assume the matrix L Is upper diagonal and its eigenvalues &N. Now we define the subsheaf of j*(O x \s®cL) consisting of multi-valued holomorphic functions of Gevrey growth order. Assume se(l 9 oo).
3o4 0 (i) A section u^j*(O x \ s ® G L) q belongs to the Gevrey Nilsson class of order (s) at q^S if and only if there exist positive constants /, C and e satisfying the estimate
for x^U ± and \x\<e.
(
ii) We define the subsheaf £$i by assigning -Cn s i ) i(U)={u^j^(O x \ s ® c L)(U);u belongs to the Gevrey Nilsson class of order (s) at all points
It is easy to see that .££?/ is a tff£ module. We need the following proposition in the next section which clarifies the relations between J?£?/ and -£",-/. To prove this proposition, we prepare some notation. We take a local coordinate system (x l9 x')=(x l9 x 2 , -,x n ) of X so that ^={^=0} and q=Q. Set O^: = {f^(j^O x \s) q ' 9 there exist a neighborhood U of q and constants /, C so that the function / satisfies the estimate To reduce the local system L to be trivial, we consider a C linear morphism Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n+l and Y a smooth complex hypersurface of X. Set A-r?X\r$X ? V=YxT*X and /?eA, and fix a generator r of the fundamental group ^(ZXF). We prove the following embedding theorem which is analogous to [K-K; Theorem 4. LI] in case of smooth Y.
This is apparently an injective C linear morphism (but not 3) x linear

Theorem 4 e L Let <3tt be a holonomic G x module at p with supp(c5K)C A. Assume <3tt has irregularity at most a along V at p. Then there exists a holonomic 3) x module ~C with R.S. at q=n(p) which enjoys the properties ;
(1) for any s^ [l, -] (2) The irregularity condition along V is weaker than that along its support A.
To prove this theorem, we make full use of the technique of [K-K] 
and P^Sx-Then a holomorphic representation (j)(Pu) of <f>(Pu) can be extended as a multi-valued holomorphic function over B B \Y with finite determination for some
From now on, we denote by $(u) a holomorphic representation of <f>(u).
If Y has singular points, the proof of this theorem is very difficult. In case Y is smooth, however, we have an easier proof, which we give after the next proposition.
Before stating the next proposition, we make several preparations. we have
Now we show if <3& has irregularity at most a along V and supp (c_5K 
Proof. We first consider the case u<=^M p . Set 32=<S x u. Then 32 has irregularity at most o along K and supp(32) is contained in A. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 4 0 4 0 There exist a differential operator Q(t, x, d t ) and micro-differential operators P t (x f t, d t , d
Xf ) (!</<«) which satisfy the conditions (1) 9 (2) and (3).
( ) and r e c, T($) is holomorphic at q on account of (4.3). Let X be a holonomic system of Z> type with monodoromy type a:=(r-l)c, &=lm(O q ® c ~#«*g) z (O, SMr , C) . Set -32=--. We define the morphism E(0) by u -* $(«) mod 5* .
Since we have £ (0) The aim of this section is to prove the main theorem. To obtain the same result as Corollary 4.6 on the singular points of supp(c5K), we need the following vanishing theorem. 
